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Little Rock Office: 

401 Main Street, Suite 203 

North Little Rock, AR 72114 

Boston Office: 

1 Harris Street 

Unit 7 

Newburyport, MA 01950 

About Elyxor 
In today’s fast-moving, ultra-competitive business environment, the ability to harness the power of software goes a 

long way towards determining every company’s success. Despite the potential software and technology have to 

improve efficiency, drive innovation, and reduce operational risk, many companies lack the expertise or time to 

continually tap its transformative power.  

Elyxor is here to help your business realize these benefits.  Founded in 2010, the Elyxor team of software 

engineering specialists has spent the past two-plus decades building successful software firms and advising 

companies in industries that include financial services, healthcare, retail, and manufacturing. Elyxor has partnered 

with global businesses to bring fundamental technological advancements to the way they build, deploy, and 

operate software. Whether your business wants to move to the cloud, build new software framework, automate 

existing paper or email business processes, mobilize your workforce and applications, or build and deploy highly 

specialized applications on custom hardware, the Elyxor team has that experience to bring to bear on your behalf. 

Prior to starting Elyxor, the executive and senior technology team launched and grew the software company 

Celarix, a pioneer in providing real-time visibility into complicated international supply chains and were behind the 

success of online retailer, ruelala.com.  

With offices in Boston, Massachusetts and North Little Rock, Arkansas, Elyxor’s team of 40 professionals has an 

average of 15-plus years of experience in technology strategy, the software development life cycle (SDLC), DevOps, 

test automation, and software design and engineering.  

The Elyxor Difference 
Elyxor deploys extensive technical expertise and experience to help clients in all industries design, implement, and 

sustain software and technology solutions that deliver meaningful business results. Though Elyxor works 

collaboratively with clients to complete design work and develop strategy, what sets us apart is our focus on 

execution and results. We work quickly to understand our client’s capabilities and identify technical, skill, and 

process gaps. We then move expeditiously to build and deliver solutions that provide immediate value while also 

creating the processes, culture, and skills that ensure long-term success through our SDLC Uplift, DevOps, and Test 

Automation practices. 

To deliver on our promise, we provide clients: 

• Expertise in Software Design and Engineering, DevOps, Test Automation, SDLC, the Internet of Things, 
and traditional application development. We have experience across a wide range of industries, technical 
stacks, both legacy and emerging technologies. 

• Guidance and instruction necessary for long-term success. Elyxor’s experienced practitioners have the 
ability to both teach and do. With an emphasis on transferring knowledge, skills and processes, our aim is 
to help lead a self-perpetuating transformation and then get out of the way. 

• An expansive toolbox of accelerators to speed the pathway to results. From the use of hybrid 
Elyxor/client teams to continuous demonstrations and feedback, our team draws from the wealth of best 
practices we have seen deliver results in the past. 


